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 Congestion on Canadian highways is having a significant negative economic

impact on major Canadian cities. Rather than face the political challenge of
introducing road tolls to discourage traffic, governments have chosen to build
carpool lanes on urban highways, despite evidence that these lanes have limited
effectiveness in curbing congestion.
 Governments should instead convert existing and planned carpool lanes to

high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes, giving drivers a choice of whether to use
them or free lanes. This would improve travel time reliability, increase
highway capacity and potentially reduce congestion on un-tolled lanes.
 For three of Canada’s largest urban areas, HOT lanes, which usually let high

occupancy vehicles travel for free and charge a toll to other drivers, and express
toll lanes could generate total annual revenue of more than $1 billion, which
could be used to support transportation investments.
 Policymakers in major Canadian cities need realistic options for reducing the

economic cost of congestion and increasing revenue for transportation
infrastructure: converting carpool to HOT lanes would fit those needs.

Canada’s urban highways are choked with congestion because road access is free and scarce road space is
occupied by drivers who wait, albeit grumpily, in traffic as a recent Statistics Canada (2011) survey shows.
Provincial and municipal governments mostly have been unwilling to solve the congestion problem by putting a
price on highway use. They have instead built carpool lanes, despite evidence that carpool lanes have limited
effectiveness in curbing overall congestion.1
1

Ontario’s high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) policy mentions easing traffic congestion as the main purpose of carpool lanes
(Ontario 2007).
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Table 1: Automobile Drivers’ Traffic Congestion Costs per year in Canada’s Five Largest Urban Areas
City

Toronto and Hamilton
Montreal
Vancouver
Calgary
Ottawa-Gatineau
Five largest cities

Total Cost
(millions – 2002 dollars)

Cost per capita
($)

2,518
1,390
927
211
172
5,218

473
405
466
222
164
410

Source: Calculated in Lindsey (2009) from Transport Canada (2006a, 2006b).

High-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes require drivers to pay tolls to use designated carpool lanes, although they normally
allow high-occupancy vehicles to travel for free. HOT lanes have proven politically acceptable in the United States where
they have resulted in faster and more predictable driving times. Converting carpool lanes to HOT lanes also would:
•
•
•
•
•

have relatively low implementation costs;
potentially increase capacity and travel speed on the highway as a whole;
maintain a free option in adjacent lanes for drivers not willing to pay a toll;
provide reliable express bus routes; and,
raise revenues for transportation investments.

The Ineffectual Response to Congestion Thus Far

The economic burden of traffic congestion – wasted time and fuel – costs automobile drivers in the five largest Canadian
urban areas billions of dollars per year (Table 1), with the highest costs in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton area (GTHA).2
Some jurisdictions have addressed highway traffic problems by introducing high-occupancy vehicle (HOV, also known as
carpool) lanes. HOV lanes are designed to reduce traffic flows by restricting their usage to passenger vehicles with two or
sometimes three or more people. Ontario plans to add 450 kilometres of HOV lanes on most of its 400-series major
highways in the GTHA area over the next two decades (Ontario 2007). Meanwhile, British Columbia is expanding the
number of HOV lanes on Highway 1 in the Vancouver area.3
However, instead of improving traffic flows, HOV lanes can decrease overall highway capacity relative to general purpose
lanes, because many HOV lanes are underutilized during peak periods while adjacent general purpose lanes are congested.
In addition to some lanes being underutilized at times, many other HOV lanes are over-utilized and congested themselves
during peak periods (Kwon and Varaiya 2008).4 Despite there being more people in carpooling vehicles, maintaining free-

2

The economic burden from congestion includes lost time from longer travel times and the additional cost of wasted time due to less reliable
travel times requiring people to include contingency time in their travel. This congestion cost does not include the economic costs of delayed
commercial vehicles or freight, or costs associated with automobile or public transit passengers, accidents, noise, road damage, distortions to
driving behaviour, and off-peak period congestion. See Transport Canada (2006a, 2006b) for more details.

3

Montreal has HOV lanes on some of its highways that could easily become HOT lanes. Other Canadian cities have HOV lanes on major local
roads, but these are not amenable to HOT lane conversion.

4

Further, most HOV trips are not work-related trips and many carpoolers would have driven together anyway, thus HOV lanes often do not
change driver behaviour (Poole and Balaker 2005). Additionally, because HOV lanes are usually only one lane, one slow vehicle can slow down
all drivers unable to pass. The same problem applies to HOT lanes, but it can be resolved by creating multiple HOT or express lanes. Exclusive
bus lanes, such as on the median shoulder of a major Toronto highway (City of Toronto 2010), are also underutilized in most hours and could
be converted to HOT lanes with additional expansion.
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flow traffic conditions – such as through variable tolls – is more effective at increasing the number of people able to use a
highway than is adding HOV lanes (Kwon and Varaiya 2008).
Governments could better confront their traffic problems if they converted existing and planned HOV lanes into HOT
lanes. HOT lanes are usually a single, barrier-separated lane that HOVs can access for free, but are also available to singleoccupant vehicle drivers who pay a toll. In most HOT systems, the toll increases in periods of high demand to maintain constant
free-flow conditions. HOT lanes exist in nine US major urban areas, and more are proposed.5 They have been most effective
when implemented regionally, rather than locally, to ensure reliable travel times over the duration of an individual’s trip.
Drivers pay for tolls with a transponder or photo-recognition of licence plates. With HOT lanes, cars enter and exit at
prescribed points on the highway where toll rates are clearly posted. The tolling authority records the distance travelled for
later billing. Enforcement officials visually identify carpooling vehicles, which do not receive a bill.6 Another approach involves
tolled express lanes that are adjacent to free lanes. Under this scheme, all vehicles, including HOVs, pay to use the dedicated
express lane.
Benefits of HOT Lanes

With HOT lanes present, free lanes may remain congested. However, drivers move between HOT and free lanes based on
how they value the time spent on a particular trip, maximizing each driver’s usage of highway space.
Total hourly volume of highway lane traffic is maximized at a certain speed. When the number of drivers wanting to use
the highway increases, average vehicle speed slows and total highway capacity falls (Figure 1). Highway operators can
increase tolls to prevent degradation of capacity due to excess demand. Dynamic pricing enables a toll lane to carry more
vehicles per hour than a HOV lane or a congested general-purpose lane. Thus, in addition to improving the allocation of
highway capacity by driver value of time, HOT lanes increase the amount of highway capacity.
This increased capacity on one HOT lane relative to a HOV lane can potentially reduce congestion in adjacent free lanes,
increase overall highway capacity (Poole and Orski 2000) and, as projected in one study for San Francisco, increase
average peak period speeds in general-purpose lanes by 20 percent (Metropolitan Transportation Commission 2007).7
If currently congested or slow-moving HOV lanes were converted to HOT lanes, they could have their minimum HOV
thresholds increased to three or more individuals per vehicle to ensure free-flowing travel. Otherwise, no single-occupant
vehicle driver would be willing to pay a toll to traveled in the lane.8 With the introduction of HOT lanes and a mandatory
minimum of three people per HOV, vehicles with two people would be more likely to travel in free general-purpose lanes.
HOT lanes do not necessarily favour only those who can afford to pay the toll since these lanes are available for public
transit, which moves faster in HOT lanes (Schweitzer and Taylor 2008; Poole and Balaker 2005). Furthermore, Shaw et al.
(2011) found that the value of travel time for urgent trips is higher for lower-income drivers than for middle-income
drivers, meaning they are more likely to pay to use the HOT lane. As well, the majority of HOT lane users, both high- and
low-income, use HOT lanes only on occasion (Gilroy and Pelletier 2007), mostly when their trips are urgent.

5

HOT lanes are currently in place in California (I-670 near San Francisco, SR-91 near Los Angeles and I-15 in San Diego), Colorado (I-25 in
Denver), Florida (I-95 in Miami), Minnesota (I-35W and I-394 in Minneapolis), Texas (I-10 in Houston), Utah (I-15 in Salt Lake City) and
Washington (SR-167 near Seattle).

6

Sullivan and Burris (2006) find that on California’s SR-91, 19 percent of drivers were HOVs with two or more people (HOV 2+) and 7.4 percent
were HOVs with three or more people (HOV 3+). Most new HOT lanes require three people in a vehicle for free access. Some HOT systems
provide discounts to HOVs, rather than full toll exemption. Poole (2011) suggests that HOV vehicles pre-register for exemption from tolls on
HOT lanes, which can lessen the onus of enforcing exemptions.

7

Sullivan (1998) finds that the introduction of HOT lanes also reduces congestion levels on adjacent arterial roads as drivers choose to take the
less congested highway.

8

Uncongested HOV lanes may remain 2+ until such time when they become overcrowded.
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Volume maximizing speed

Average speed (Kph)

Figure 1: Average Highway Speed and Traffic Volume

Maximum physical
capacity of highway

Volume maximizing flow

Hourly volume (vehicles/lane-hour)
Note: Graph is a stylized representation of previous studies of traffic volume and travel speed. Source: Kim (2000).

Surveys of drivers on highways with HOT lanes find that most users of both free and tolled lanes approve road tolls and
that approval ratings increase as drivers become more familiar with the benefits of HOT lanes (Sullivan 1998). In a survey
of drivers in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA), Finkleman (2010) found that more than 75 percent of drivers
would be willing to pay to avoid congestion during high-urgency trips.9
Putting HOT Lanes into Practice: Application to Canadian Cities

Provincial and municipal governments in Canada’s largest cities could easily transform existing and proposed HOV and bus
lanes into HOT lanes. (For a simple estimate of potential HOT and express toll lane revenues and HOT lane infrastructure
costs in the GTHA, Calgary and the Vancouver area see Box 1.)10 Although there are many highways in Montreal amenable to
HOT lanes, the most appealing road pricing option for Montreal is a cordon, where tolls are levied on bridge and tunnel
traffic entering the city (Lindsey 2008).11

9

In a synthesis of US and international survey results, Zmud (2008) finds that 73 percent of respondents favoured HOT lanes and 62 percent
favoured express toll lanes.

10 British Columbia road toll legislation (article 2.3 of the British Columbia Guidelines for Tolling) requires that a “reasonable un-tolled alternative” be
available for any proposed road toll, and can only be applied on major projects that result in significant increases in highway capacity (Lindsey
2007). Calgary does not currently have plans for HOV lanes, but existing highways could be expanded to accommodate new HOT lanes.
Lindsey (2008) argues that a cordon toll on vehicles entering Vancouver by bridge and tunnel would also be an appealing option for road
tolling, but that Toronto’s existing road network does not lend itself easily to a similar proposal, even though it may be an efficient option.
11 Lindsey (2008) estimates such Montreal tolls would raise between $180 and $300 million annually and finds even higher estimates of net
revenues and economic benefits when road tolls are used to reduce existing, distortionary taxes levied to finance transportation infrastructure.
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Box 1: Estimating Potential Toll Revenues
I have calculated potential toll revenues using detailed hourly estimates of traffic volumes by each highway segment for a
sample of days in 2009, which accounts for heavier flows in one direction at different times of the day (Poole and Orski 2003).
For each segment, I define peak periods as hours when hourly traffic volume is more than 70 percent of the recorded
maximum hourly traffic volume of that segment. Off-peak periods are hours with less than 70 percent of maximum volume.
I assume peak tolls equal to the peak rate tolls on the 407 ETR (22.95 cents per kilometre). Using the methodology in Poole
and Orski (2003), I also assume off-peak tolls are half the peak amount (11.48 cents per kilometre) to ensure that 1,100
paying vehicles will use the HOT lane every hour. However, when volume is less than 50 percent of the maximum hourly volume, I
assume that no drivers are willing to pay tolls at such low traffic volumes because the HOT lanes would be no different than
adjacent free lanes, and thus that no revenues are collected during these times.
I assume a maximum HOT lane capacity of 1,600 passenger vehicles per hour because this number provides room for other
vehicles, such as buses, to use the lane. I otherwise assume that the number of vehicles in the HOT lane is the same as in
existing general-purpose lanes. For passenger vehicles, I also assume that the HOT lanes are still freely accessible to 2+ HOVs,
which I assume to be one-quarter of passenger vehicles, as has historically been the case on HOT lanes on State Route 91, a
major east-west Los Angeles area freeway. The responsiveness of drivers to using a toll lane will depend on the extent and
values of time saved, which will in turn depend on individual circumstances.
I calculate only gross revenue from HOT lanes. A major US HOT lane, State Route 91 in Los Angeles, has operating expenses
totaling 27 percent of gross revenues. Meanwhile, a large proposed HOT network in San Francisco has forecasted maintenance
and operations expenses of between 14 percent and 20 percent of gross revenues (Metropolitan Transportation Commission
2007). The largest determinant of whether HOT lanes are net revenue positive is the cost of construction. Poole and Orski
(2003) estimate that each HOV lane-kilometre added to an existing highway costs US$4.6 million to build. Converting existing
or planned and funded HOV lanes to HOT lanes has a minimal incremental cost, while building new HOT lanes is considerably
more expensive. A high-end estimate of capital costs of converting HOVs to HOTs, including a 40 percent to 60 percent cost
contingency, puts the conversion cost at US$1.8 million per kilometre (Metropolitan Transportation Commission 2007). On
this basis, Ontario’s long-term plan to construct additional HOV lanes on GTHA highways would likely cost approximately $2
billion, but converting those plans into a HOT network could cost, using high-end cost estimates, an additional US$800 million.
For the GTHA, I provide two road-pricing scenarios (Table 2):
1. HOT conversion of existing and planned HOV lanes on all GTHA 400-series highways (excluding Highway 427 in
Toronto and the segments of Highway 401 in the GTHA without existing plans for HOV lane additions) and an exclusive
bus-lane on the Don Valley Parkway that could be expanded to a HOT lane; and
2. Establishment of HOT lanes on the western part of Toronto’s Gardiner expressway, and express toll lanes on the eastern
part of the Gardiner expressway and the inside express lanes on the 401, leaving the collector lanes remain un-tolled.

Total revenue from converting proposed and existing HOV lanes into HOT lanes in the GTHA, as Table 2 shows, could be
nearly $300 million per year. A toll on the 401 express lanes and eastern Gardiner expressway could collect a further $630
million annually. Together, total GTHA-wide revenues from HOT and express toll lane revenues could total $926 million
annually, providing a large share of the funding needed for planned GTHA transportation expansion, even after operating
and maintenance expenses are taken into account.12

12 Allocating revenues from HOT lanes to transit does occur in other cities. For example, 50 percent of net revenues from the Minneapolis HOT
network are dedicated to transit spending (DeCorla-Souza 2009). The extent to which revenues from HOT lanes can be applied to transit
expansion will likely depend on whether HOT lanes are privately operated. Private operators will set tolls at a higher level to maximize profits
compared to a publicly operated toll road likely to be priced to maximize volume.
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Table 2: Predicted Total Annual Revenues from Road Pricing Scenarios
Total Lane-km
of Toll Roads

Total Gross
Revenues
($ millions)

Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area: Scenario 1
Existing and planned HOV to HOT conversion

432

294

Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area: Scenario 2
401 and Gardiner express toll lanes

441

632

Total Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area

873

926

Calgary: Deerfoot Trail only

87

40

Vancouver: Trans-Canada Highway existing
and proposed HOV lanes

74

81

Source: Author’s calculations from Poole and Orski (2003), Finkleman (2010), British Columbia (1999) and from City of Calgary, British
Columbia Ministry of Transportation and Ontario Ministry of Transportation 2009 average hourly vehicle volumes.

Figure 2: Total Government Revenues and Expenses Related to Road and Highway Usage
35
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Source: Transport Canada (2011).
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Meanwhile in Calgary, total annual estimated HOT revenues from the city’s section of the Deerfoot Trail could be
approximately $40 million per year and total revenues in the Greater Vancouver Area from a HOT system using existing or
proposed HOVs could generate approximately $80 million per year.13 In sum, HOT lanes or express toll lanes could raise
more than $1 billion in three of Canada’s largest cities.
Opponents of toll highways call them “double taxation” of drivers because both the tolls and part of their government
taxes go to build, repair and maintain roads. However, HOT lane revenues could bring the price that drivers pay for
infrastructure closer to the actual cost of construction and maintenance of roads. Gas taxes, vehicle licences and other
revenues from drivers, which do little to curb congestion, only covered 53 percent of roadway expenses across Canada
during the 2009/2010 fiscal year (See Figure 2).
Where the Rubber hits the Road: Implementing Road Pricing in Canadian Cities

The political dilemma of pricing what were previously free lanes has hitherto stymied road toll proposals. By preserving a
non-toll option, HOT and express lanes provide the solution. They can achieve the benefits of road pricing, while still being
politically palatable, since drivers have the choice to drive for free in adjacent lanes. Although not a panacea for all
congestion problems, incrementally introducing HOT lanes can improve utilization of existing or planned high-occupancy
vehicle lanes and lead to more comprehensive road pricing once drivers see the benefits first hand. HOT lanes are Canada’s
best opportunity to reduce highway congestion, provide funding for transportation infrastructure and introduce drivers to
the benefits of road pricing.

13 I estimate that total revenue of converting only existing Greater Vancouver Area HOV lanes to HOT lanes would be approximately $37 million
per year. Converting recently built HOV lanes on other Greater Vancouver Area highways would yield additional revenues. The only planned
tolls on the upcoming expansion along Highway 1 in Vancouver will be on the new Port Mann Bridge, currently planned at approximately
$3 per crossing, and will not be related to reducing congestion.
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